
 

 

 

   NATIONAL PUBLIC SERVICE WORKERS UNION (NPSWU)  

Western Cape, Tel:      email: npswu@cput.ac.za 

OFFICE OF THE   SECRETARY WESTERN CAPE, CPUT 

TO:  South African Community  

FROM:  BRANCH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE & SHOP STEWARDS 

DATE: 4 August 2018 

SUBJECT: JUSTICE FIRST, PEACE IS GUARANTEED: NO TO PETROL INCREASE  

The National Public Service Workers Union is enormously disturbed by another increase in the price of 

fuel. NPSWU views this as something that will have a shattering impression on millions of South Africans 

who are already besieged from increase of 15 % VAT. The National Public Service Workers Union 

remains acutely fretful by the upshot that increase in the price of petrol, diesel and paraffin will have on 

the alive standards of working class majority of our people. The situation will without doubt tip to advance 

increases in the price of commodities and amenities, and yet again the poor masses of our people 

(working class majority) will suffer the consequences most. 

The bottommost stipendiaries will be stiffest hit by this increase. They are the most ones who will spend 

a bigger quantity than typical portion of their income on transport and on food. Friends of salary are 

growing but salary remains stagnant. Commodities will turn out to be extra expensive and classy, as bus 

and taxi operators will raise their tariffs. Obviously retailers/ traders will upturn prices to pass on to 

consumers the increased cost of shipping goods from farms and factories. You, SALARY, WHY ARE 

YOU NOT GROWING? ALL YOUR FRIENDS ARE NOW GROWN UP! 

In its normal state, capitalism has become an obsolete oppressive system that ought to be got rid of. A 

quite small minority recognise this and are consciously anti-capitalist, but the masses continue trying to 

satisfy their needs within the system rather than by overthrowing it. So there is no real possibility of 

overthrowing that system and attempts to do so degenerate into futile reformism and/or terrorism, 

whatever the revolutionary rhetoric. 

But during periods of economic crisis, the contradiction of capitalism sharpen and the possibility of 

actually getting rid of it arises. A large amount of the population is haggard into active political struggle 

as they confront questions of what society is to do to get out of its stalemate. There is no crisis that the 

ruling class could not resolve if it was allowed to, but with the masses politically active, the possibility 

arises of the ruling class not being allowed to, and of people taking things into their own hands.  

As the developing country we are court up in a quagmire to be dictated by the developed countries. We 

are to stand our ground and destroy poverty before it destroys us.  Most of food from Farmers is 

transported by road, subsequently the increase is bound to principal the escalations in the cost of many 

basic food. Agriculturalists will likewise have to pay extra for fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides needed 

for crop farming. In that process poor workers will be punitively positioned in the receiving end as their 

masters may perhaps be reluctant to give decent salary increase. The alarming part in this fuel and 



 

 

paraffin increase even more is that it comes just as the knock-on special effects of last month’s fuel price 

increase are being felt, and we might not know the other increase that may be prophesied as the festive 

season is around the corner. One thing for sure we cannot separate from these increase is the wasteful 

and fruitless expenditure by the powers that be. Commissions that are set day in and day out prove 

beyond doubt that attention to resources is something that does not exist in the minds of our leaders in 

government. 

Workers have no stake in the existing orchestrated price hike in the country and world nor would they 

have a stake in the proposed new one. If we fail to defeat these war preparations, we could be stuck with 

fascist domination holding up social development for decades. If we fail to organise independently around 

our own revolutionary program, we could be stuck with social development continuing sporadically in 

capitalism’s self-contradictory manner, rolling forward to the next crisis and the next war. If we get our act 

together, while the bourgeoisie’s act is in a mess, then we have a world to win. We need a program. 

Obviously we are not in a revolutionary crisis right now, and no question of overthrowing any western 

government arises immediately. But a major economic crisis and/or a world war would certainly lead to a 

revolutionary crisis. The question of an alternative to capitalism will certainly be posed. Capitalism will 

survive if we let it. Crises can resolve the contradictions temporarily and allow a new period of expansion 

until the next crisis.  

The best economic policy is not going to be the one that maximises a return to the investors nor the one 

that maximises equity but the one that is satisfactory taking into account the need to strike a balance that 

does not marginalise any member of the society. The existing concentrated ownership and control of the 

resource by a small section of the society, “bourgeoisie” is an impediment to the democratisation process. 

It creates conflict between the haves and have not and retards growth and efficiency. 

It has been said often enough that there can be no blueprints for the future because the people 

themselves will decide how to build the new society as they are building it. Working class revolutionaries 

need to have a program that is more than an analysis of the present society and a promise for the future 

of South Africa. We need to develop a clear declaration of the concrete measures a revolutionary 

government would aim to take, so people can decide whether or not they want to fight for a revolution.  

In a crisis situation, people will judge according to how the measures proposed by revolutionaries 

compare with those advocated by the existing regime. It will be a very real life and death question for a 

revolutionary party and working class majority to have clear policies to deal with unemployment, price 

increase in fuel, food and similar questions. If the working revolutionaries do not form a class conscious 

of the ills of the society that aims to take power from the old regime then the old regime must continue. It 

will not just disappear in a burst of anarchist enthusiasm. If the revolutionary working class majority does 

not propose policies that are more desirable and effective than those of the old regime, then why should 

anyone support a revolution? Even if there was a revolution, there would be a counter-revolution when 

the new regime failed to solve the problems that had discredited the old regime in the first place.  

So we need to go beyond denouncing what the existing regime is doing and start offering constructive 

alternatives, even though any such proposals are bound to be half-baked at this stage. Reformists will 

make constructive proposals as to how the present regime should deal with problems, with or without a 

change in the political parties administering the regime. Revolutionaries will make proposals about how 

a new regime, a workers’ state or dictatorship of the proletariat, would cope with these questions. 

Revolution does not mean that we would demand that the multinationals do this or that. It means that we, 

the working class or its advanced sections, take over the running of industry and make the decisions 



 

 

ourselves. To eliminate unemployment, a revolutionary government would have to proceed with 

abolishing the market economy. 

The first step towards abolishing the market economy and eliminating the ills in our society, would be to 

establish state control of the labour market by expropriating the big businesses that employ the large 

majority of workers. It would not be a matter of kicking out the multi-nationals, but of taking them over, 

and advancing on the basis they have already laid.  

Expropriation of capitalist property obviously relates to what the revolution could do about many other 

concrete problems as well, and also relates to implementation of the maximum program, towards 

socialism. But in an immediate sense, the state taking over most industry is not in itself socialism, but 

can be state capitalism. It is only a pre-condition for socialism and a pre-condition for abolishing the 

market economy. Workers cannot allow to be threatened every day with petrol price increase. The 

struggle for control must prevail and that is what NPSWU will term is as the revolution from below.  

Then NPSWU resolve that:  

 Sasol benefits from weaker rand and higher oil price the commissioning of its Lake Charles 

chemical plant in Louisiana in US be stopped. 

 Contrast to international oil prices be done away with 

 Sasol be investigated of its gains in selling oil from South Africa to US 

 Fuel and paraffin Price increase be reversed as it is a hard hit to the majority of the working class  

 Youth in our country is vulnerable as they travel with transport and therefore termly ticket must 

be introduced for their travel. 

Last by importantly, a thorough investigation need to take centre stage as to  why South Africa’s fuel 

prices have to be snarled to the world price of Brent crude oil, and why we buy petrol at import-parity 

prices, which means prices are based not on what it actually costs to produce, but on what it would cost 

a South African petrol importer to purchase the petrol from an international refinery; transport the product 

from that refinery, insure the product against losses at sea and land the product on the South African 

shores. In this process we are convinced that imports roar in whilst exports pour out. 

YOUR SWEAT AND BLOOD WILL PAVE THE WAY TO DELIVER SWIFT AND SURE 

JUSTICE 
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